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Last week (a shorter Holiday week) we saw changes in leadership the first 3 days before the Thursday 

Holiday, while small cap stocks and market breadth continued to decline each day. Friday saw a large 

gap down and follow through lower during the day. The Decline Friday nearly included all stocks with 

only a few exceptions. 

This week we saw the decline continue with lower lows and lower highs most days of this week. The 

S&P saw very strong selling on Tuesday and Wednesday while the Nasdaq saw its strongest selling on 

Wednesday and Friday. Thursday saw a bounce that ‘failed’ to exceed the prior day’s highs. 

Money flow between sectors helps us see the changes in leadership each day (not just weekly).  To 

illustrate this we’ve listed the strongest 3 sectors at the end of each day this week: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

SOXX XLK XLU XHB XLP 

XLK IBB XLV XLF XLU 

QQQ XLY XHB XLI XLV 

Note the Sectors above in RED Text that indicate a Decline in that Sector that day even when it may 

have been one of the strongest sectors that day. ALL sectors were negative on Tuesday and all but one 

sector was negative on Wednesday. That is one way to see the ‘breadth’ of selling this week. 

Oil continued its decline this week but not as violent as last Friday. Gold continued to slowly drift 

lower this week.  Bitcoin held steady in the $56k to $58k range most of this week before dropping on 

Friday to the $53k area.  The US Dollar also drifted lower (weaker) most of this week with only a small 

bounce on Thursday. 

With the end of the Month of November on Tuesday, we will include some Monthly charts in this report 

to help us keep our overall long term perspective in context. 

We’ve now seen two weeks of the Bears showing their strength after making new all time highs (both 

on the S&P-500 and Nasdaq Composite) on Nov. 22nd. How long will this current bear trend continue?  I 

have no idea.  As chartists we patiently study the charts to watch for key evidence that will show us 

that the Bears are losing their momentum (convictions) and the Bulls are gaining in their convictions. 

These clues must appear in our primary trading Time Frame chart which can be different for each 

Trader. Clues that a Bearish trend could be ending may include a higher low and/or a higher high than 

seen in the prior period. The key for each Trader is to decide in advance (and document it in your 

trading plan) exactly what would be ‘Enough’ evidence for you to take action upon. Being consistent 

with your decision process is more important than what evidence your decisions are based upon, 

because only with consistency will you gain evidence to help know what Does and what does NOT work. 

Knowing this will then justify a modification to your trading plan based on ample evidence to justify 

that change. Not having consistency leads to never developing evidence to see what needs to change in 

your trading plan for an overall performance improvement.  



Now, let’s look at the charts. 

 

 

S&P 500 monthly chart as of Nov 30, 2021 – Here we see a minor pull back in Nov. after making a new 

all time high. The 14-month Trend Line (Orange line) has not yet been broken. 

 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the 14-month Trend Line just below the 20 week 

SMA (Yellow) providing support to the S&P. 



 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Monday saw a retest of the 20 day SMA as Resistance followed 

by a strong drop on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a very wide range day with a failed rally early and lower 

lows as the S&P broke below its 50 day SMA (Blue) and Sept. 2nd prior Highs (Yellow line). Thursday saw 

a bounce that failed to exceed the prior day’s highs and delivered a lower low and lower high. Friday 

saw a bearish engulfing candle that closed back below the 50 day SMA, down -1.22% for the week. 

 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the series of lower lows and lower highs over the 

past two weeks, with Resistance at the dark Green Trend Line. The S&P also crossed and closed below 

its Sept. 2nd prior Highs (Yellow line) on Wednesday and Friday. 



 

DJIA monthly chart as of Nov 30, 2021 – We see a new all time high but a decline during November that 

is close to testing its 20-month Support Trend Line (Orange line). 

 

DJIA weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see last week the Dow Industrials crossed below its 20 

week SMA and its 20-month Trend Line Support. This week was lower than last week and came close to 

testing the $34,000 level and the 50 week SMA. 

 

 



 

DJIA daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see that last Friday the Dow broke below its 20 month 

Trend Line and its 50 day SMA. Monday saw a narrow range day below its 50 day SMA. Tuesday and 

Wednesday saw very strong selling (with volume) down to and below its 200 day SMA (Purple). Thursday 

saw a bounce back above its 200 day SMA and an ‘Inside’ day. Friday saw a small pull back after 

another test of the 200 day SMA to end the week down -0.91%. Note the above average volume every 

day this week and the extremely wide range days last Friday and this Wednesday. 

 

 

 



 

Nasdaq Composite monthly chart as of Nov 30, 2021 – In November we see new all time highs with little 

net change for the month, forming a shooting star type monthly candle. The Nasdaq appears to remain 

above its 20-month Trend Line (Orange line). 

 

Nasdaq weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see two strong declining weeks in a row that broke 

below the prior highs from Sept. (Yellow line) and below the 20 week SMA (Yellow) while they appear 

to respect the 20-month Trend Line. 

 



 

Nasdaq daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Nasdaq broke below its 20 day SMA last week and remained 

below that SMA all of this week, testing it as Resistance on each of the first 3 days of this week. 

Wednesday saw a very large range day, breaking below its Sept. highs (Yellow line) and closing the day 

about $12 below its 50 day SMA (Blue).  Thursday saw a lower low and lower high with a bounce back 

above its 50 day SMA but found Resistance at its Sept. highs. Friday sold back down below its 50 day 

SMA and delivered lower lows for the week, briefly breaking below its 20-month Trend Line and below 

15,000 before bouncing a little to close the day near its 100 day SMA, down -2.62% for the week. 

 

 



 

Nasdaq 15 min. chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the series of lower lows and lower highs the past 

two weeks, with most of the decline occurring on Monday and Tuesday of last week and Wednesday and 

Friday of this week. We can also see how the Sept. highs (Yellow line) were respected on Thursday and 

the 20-month Trend Line (Orange line) was respected on Friday. 

 

 

Russell 2000 monthly chart as of Nov 30, 2021 – We can see how the Russell was mostly in a 

consolidation pattern most of 2021, with a brief ‘break out’ in November that failed to continued 

higher and returned to the same 2021 Consolidation zone. 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we can see the brief break out in early Nov. that 

failed and was followed by 4 weeks of decline. The Russell crossed blow the 20 week and 50 week SMAs 

and the 14-month Trend Line (Orange line) last week and continued lower this week to the bottom of 

the 2021 Consolidation zone (Dark Blue) Support. 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the Russell cross below its 50 day SMA, its 14-

month Trend Line and its 200 day SMA last Friday. Monday saw a pause below the 200 day SMA before 

dropping lower Tuesday and Wednesday to find support at its 2021 consolidation level. Thursday saw a 

bounce off of this level that failed to exceed the prior day’s highs. Friday saw a drop and a retest of 

the 2021 Consolidation Support level, ending the week down -3.86%.  



Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index weekly charts as of Dec 3, 2021 – Last week this index decline to +169.52. 

This week we see an even larger decline to -166.78.  This index measures the acceleration of changes 

in market breadth. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the steep decline continue this 

week as it turns negative. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Last week we saw a sharp decline to 

50.31% on a 3 ½ day Holiday week. This week continued lower to about 41% on Wednesday, bounced on 

Thursday and pulled back a bit lower on Friday to end the week lower at 44.82%. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Last week saw a pause then we a very 

sharp decline to 40.28% last Friday. This week saw the decline continue to nearly 22% on Wednesday 

then bounced to just above 30% on Thursday followed by a decline on Friday to end the week at 

27.32%. 

 

 



 

VIX Weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – We saw a spike in the VIX this week that broke above 30% and 

nearly reached the levels seen in late January of 2021.  

 

 

VIX daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – We saw a small decline or pause on Monday before the VIX increased 

with higher highs every day this week but on Thursday. We saw the VIX close above 30 on both 

Wednesday and Friday this week.  

 



 

VVIX daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here too we see increases in the VVIX each day this week except 

for Monday and Thursday. 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 

 

Oil daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Oil saw a huge drop last Friday, paused on Monday near its 200 day 

SMA before declining lower on Tuesday and Thursday. Thursday saw a bounce that was only partially 

given back on Friday. Oil remained below its 200 day SMA (and all 3 key SMAs) all week after Monday’s 

straddling of this SMA. 



 

Gold daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Gold fell to its 200 day and 50 day SMAs last week and remained 

there on Monday of this week. Gold drifted lower on Tuesday and Thursday as it remained below all 3 

key SMAs the rest of this week. 

 

 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The US Dollar pulled back weaker last Friday and mostly 

was horizontal this week in the 96 area. 

 



 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The 10 year saw buying this week with the most 

volume occurring on Tuesday. Thursday saw a small brief bit of selling followed by Buyers stepping in 

on Friday to drive the 10 year back above its 50 day SMA. 

 

 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Inversely to the 10 year Treasury, we see Yields drop 

hard on Tuesday and again on Friday this week. 

 



 

 

US Treasury Yields daily table as of Dec 3, 2021 -  Note the decline in the longer term Yields over the 

past few weeks while the short term (2 months) remained almost unchanged as the Yield Curve 

flattened even more this week. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Dec 1, 2021 – The Fed increased its Balance Sheet from 

$8.67497 Trillion on Nov. 17th to $8.681771 Trillion on Nov. 24th, an increase of $6.801 Billion.  The Fed 

decreased its Balance Sheet from Nov. 24th to Dec. 1st by $31.369 Billion to a new Total Assets of 

$8.650402 Trillion. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 

 

 



 

Dow Jones Transportation Index weekly chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we can see for weeks of decline 

in a row after the new highs seen in early November. The Transports tested the prior May highs (Yellow 

line) as support last week and broke below that support this week. 

 

Dow Jones Transportation Index daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Here we see the decline last Friday to 

test the May Resistance as new support. Monday saw a pause before the strong decline on Tuesday and 

Wednesday this week, crossing and closing below the 50 day SMA. Thursday saw a bounce back above 

the 50 day SMA but the bounce failed to exceed the prior day’s highs. Friday saw a narrow range day to 

end the week down -1.53%. Note the above average volume every day this week. 



 

XLE daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Energy sector saw some wide range days and wild oscillations as 

it remained mostly between $54 and $57 this week, ending the week down -0.79%. 

 

 

XLF daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Financial sector saw a huge gap down last Friday. Monday saw a 

small bounce to test Resistance at its 50 day SMA then pulled back. Tuesday saw a gap down and selling 

lower on very strong volume. Wednesday saw a very wide range day that closed lower. Thursday saw a 

bounce and ‘Inside’ day. Friday saw selling resume to give back most all of the prior day’s bounce, 

ending the week down -1.91%.  



 

QQQ daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Tech heavy Nasdaq-100 ETF saw a bounce back above its 20 

day SMA on Monday followed by a wider range day of Selling back below the 20 day SMA on Tuesday 

with lower lows. Wednesday was a repeat with a gap up and failure above the 20 day SMA that sold 

down even lower than the prior day’s lows. Thursday saw a small bounce but also lower lows and lower 

highs. Friday saw a wide range Bearish Engulfing candle that briefly dipped below its 50 day SMA before 

bouncing a bit before the close. The QQQ ended the week down -2.06%. Note the above average and 

increasing volume during this week as we saw very wide range days. 

 

 

 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Semiconductor sector oscillated in the $519 to $540 range with 

wide range days this week. The SOXX ended the week up +1.10%. The SOXX was the strongest sector on 

my list this week. 

 

XLC daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Communication Services sector broke below its 200 day SMA last 

week and continued lower this week. Monday saw a pause followed by a very strong decline on Tuesday 

and Wednesday to find support near $73.59. Thursday saw a small bounce. Friday saw a decline and 

bounce to end the week down -3.21%. Note the very high volume all this week, peaking on Tue. and 

Wed. 



 

XRT daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – The Retail sector bounced and failed to fill last Friday’s gap on 

Monday of this week, retesting support at its 50 day SMA. Tuesday saw a gap below the 50 day SMA that 

sold down to the 200 day SMA. Wednesday saw a failed rally and drop from its 50 day SMA to below its 

200 day SMA and did not find support until testing the $90.79 area. Thursday saw a failed bounce with 

a lower low and a lower high. Friday saw another failure to reach the 200 day SMA and delivered a 

lower low, ending the week down -6.40%. The XRT was the weakest sector on my list this week. 

 

 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Dec 3, 2021 – The strongest index this week 

was the Dow Industrials while the Russell and Nasdaq were the weakest. When you look at the biggest 

six to seven Nasdaq stocks below, note how they did this week compared to the S&P -1.2%. 

The Strongest Sector this week was the SOXX, with the XLU and XHB being the only other ‘positive’ 

change sectors for this week.  The weakest sectors included: XRT, XME, XLC, XLY and QQQ.  

 

 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Dec 3, 2021 – Note that the Russell was the weakest 3 days 

this week while the QQQ was strong on Monday and Tuesday, with the Transports changing from 

weakest on Tuesday to the strongest on Thursday and Friday. 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks, the same names we looked at last week. 



 

AAPL daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Apple had a wild week starting with a small bounce on Monday 

followed by a large rally on very high volume Tuesday to deliver a new high close. Wednesday 

continued higher to new all time highs then reversed and pulled back and closed lower than the prior 

day. Thursday gapped lower and rallied to recover most of that gap. Friday opened a little higher then 

sold off to give back a significant portion of the prior day’s rally, ending the week up +3.21%. Note the 

above average volume every day this week. 

 

MSFT daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Microsoft pause near its 20 day SMA on Monday then sold off 

Tuesday below its 20 day SMA. Wednesday was a failed rally and nearly a repeat of Tuesday. Thursday 

saw a pause near the prior day’s close. Friday saw another failed rally but stronger selling below the 

lows of the prior days and nearly reached its 50 day SMA before bouncing some. MSFT closed the week 

down -2.02% on strong Volume. 

 

 



 

GOOGL daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Monday Alphabet failed to rally up to its 20 day SMA. Tuesday 

saw selling to cross and close below the 50 day SMA. Wednesday was a repeat of selling but to lower 

lows. Thursday saw a failed rally up to its 50 day SMA. Friday saw selling back below the 50 day SMA to 

end the week down -0.13%. 

 

 

AMZN daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Amazon saw a narrow range ‘Inside’ day on Monday that filed to 

test the prior day’s highs. Tuesday saw selling down below the 20 day SMA followed by lower lows 

every day this week. Thursday tested support at its 50 day SMA followed by Friday crossing below its 50 

day and 200 day SMAs before bouncing a little to close the day back above its 200 day SMA and down -

3.27% for the week.  So much for the expectation on ‘Cyber’ Monday, the chart tells us what we need 

to know. 

 



 

TSLA daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Tesla rallied a little back above its 20 day SMA on Monday and 

Tuesday before selling back below its 20 day SMA on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday both saw lower 

lows as TSLA nears its 50 day SMA, down -6.19% for the week. 

 

 

FB daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Meta straddled its 20 day SMA on Monday before selling off hard 

below its 50 day and 200 day SMAs on Tuesday followed by lower lows each of the following days this 

week. FB bounced off of the $299.50 support Friday to close the week down -7.89%.  FB also broke 

below its October lows (prior support) late this week. 

 

 



 

NVDA daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Nvidia rallied a little on Monday the drifted lower this week, 

testing support at its 20 day SMA on Thursday and crossing below on Friday. NVDA ended the week 

down -2.56%. 

Out of the above 7 biggest stocks in the Nasdaq, how did each one do this week?   Only AAPL was up 

this week.  Both GOOGL and AAPL did better than the S&P (-1.2%) this week. 

 

 

NFLX daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Netflix delivered lower lows every day this week, crossing below its 

20 day and 50 day SMAs on Tuesday with wide range days on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, ending 

the week down -9.54%. 

 

 



 

JPM daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – JPM oscillated wildly in a horizontal range mostly just above its 200 

day SMA this week. Note the above average daily True Range every day this week. Friday saw JPM end 

the week below its 200 day SMA (and below all 3 of its key SMAs) down -2.25% for the week. 

 

 

COST daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Costco continued its rally to new all time highs on Monday. 

Tuesday saw a reversal with lower lows and lower highs than the prior day. Wednesday continued 

lower. Thursday gapped below its 20 day SMA and rallied up to that SMA. Friday saw a higher high and 

higher low but a lower close to end the week down -3.15%. Seems this month and a half long rally 

ended this week.  

 

 



 

AMD daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – AMD continued its rally higher on Monday and Tuesday before 

closing lower on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a strong drop to its 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a lower pause 

near its 20 day SMA. Friday saw selling resume below its 20 day SMA, ending the week down -6.98%. 

Seems this month and a half long rally also ended this week. 

 

 

HD daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Home Depot mostly oscillated in a horizontal zone this week near the 

highs from the prior week. HD ended the week up +1.69%. 

 

 



 

TGT daily chart as of Dec 3, 2021 – Target began the week above its 50 day SMA then gapped below on 

Tuesday. Wednesday saw a wider range day with a lower low. Thursday saw a rally that failed to reach 

its 50 day SMA. Friday saw a gap up and narrow range day straddling its 50 day SMA, ending the week 

up +0.41%. 

 

We saw nearly all sectors join the selling this week, as breadth remained strong or strengthened on the 

sell side. Last week ending on a strong bearish day gave us a hint that the Bears were in control and 

might not yet be done with their selling. This week showed us the selling resumed after a brief pause 

on Monday. We saw strong momentum by the sellers on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday of this week.  

What will next week bring?   I do not know. Almost anything can happen next week.  

What we DO know at this time is that the sellers have not yet shown us evidence that they are done. 

Maybe this week’s lows are the lows for the quarter, or maybe we have yet to see even lower lows next 

week. We do know that Options Implied Volatility is high (VIX) as over 30%, which makes Options 

‘expensive’, so Options traders should take that into account in their trade strategies. We also know 

that we have see ‘wide range’ days in many charts as the daily ‘True Range’ peaks at or near the highs 

for the year.  In volatile markets one is wise to either trade much smaller size, or even sit it out until 

you get a clear signal for YOUR trading opportunity.  We have seen 2 times and even 3 times average 

daily ranges on multiple days this week. The markets continue to over-react to news events. 

The Markets are human in nature, and we know that people can become very excited of scared very 

quickly, but it usually takes much more time to calm back down. Be patient and wait for YOUR trade to 

set up before taking on risk. 

Hope this helps. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ 

 


